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in those  directions or the interference from a known 
angular region can be reduced by Ion-ering the sidelobe 
levels  in that angular region only. The  technique encom- 
passes  all aperture surfaces whose integral  equation.. q can 
be solved eit.her classically or numerically. 
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Dipole Antenna in Space-Time Periodic Media 
Absfract-The problem of dipole radiation in sinusoidally space- 
time periodic media is studied  and solved. The space-time periodicity 
can be considered as due to a strong pump  wave and is expressed 
as  a traveling-wave type change in the dielectric constant or the 
plasma density (i.e., &t) = w,[l + cos (Kz - m)] and A-(z,t) = 
Na[l + 8 ,  cos (Kz  - nt)]).  The solution also covers the limit case 
of a sinusoidally stratified medium (Q = 0). The solution is for- 
mulated in a matrix form, such  that  the  basic  results  and diagrams 
apply, with minor changes, to the different cases studied: electric 
and magnetic dipole in a dielectric, plasma, and uniaxial plasma. 
The wave-vector diagram is  used extensively in studying  and 
presenting the different properties of the solution: caustics, effect 
of the  disturbance (pump wave)  motion,  harmonics,  radiation 
outside  the allowed cone in a uniaxial plasma. Many dipole radiation 
patterns  are given and their features explained physically. Finally, 
our solution and  results  are  extended to the generally space-time 
periodic media where &t) and X(z,t) behave as &,l) = vo[l + 
qlf(Kz - m)] where f(E) is  any periodic function. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T H E  STUDY of elect.romagnetic lvaves in space-time periodic media has occupied t.he attention of several 
researchers in recent years. The space-time periodicity 
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can be considered due to a strong pump wave (of the 
electromagnetic,  acoustic,  or  other type) which modu- 
lates t.he pernlittivity of a dielectric or the electron 
density of a plasma in a propagat.ing n-ave-like manner 
(i.e. q ( z , t )  = qo[l + q l f (Kz  - Q t ) ]  \$-heref(() is a peri- 
odic function). Propagation of T E  waves in infinit.e and 
bounded space-time periodic dielectric was studied by 
Simon [l], Cassedy and Oliner [SI, Rao [SI and others. 
Xskne [a] st,udied the TE case  in an isot.ropic cold 
plasma and Elachi [SI, [SI extended the study to both 
polarizations (TE and Tl I )  in different. media (isotropic 
and uniaxial dielectric and plasma). 
Waves excited by sources within the medium n-ere 
only studied  in the case of space-periodic media (SI = 0). 
The dipole radiation  in  a periodically stratified  dielectric 
\vas st.udied by Casey [7] and t,he line source by Singer 
and  Tamir [SI. Other  workers  investigated the radiation 
from a uniformly moving charged particle in a dielec- 
t.ric [9] and an isotropic plasma [lo]. 
In this paper, we give the formal  solution for the 
field and the radiation patt.erns of a dipole (electxic and 
magnetic)  in  different sinusoidally space-time periodic 
media (dielectric, isotropic, and uniaxial plasma) and n-e 
investigate the special features: effect of the motion of 
the modulat.ion, caustics, radiation outside the propaga- 
t,ion cone in a uniaxial plasma. Finally our study is ex- 
tended to generally space-time periodic media where ~ ( z , t )  
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and N ( z , t )  behave like q(z,t.) = qo[l + q l f ( K z  - Q t ) ]  
where f( t)  is  any periodic function.  This  t,udy also 
covers, as a special case (Q = O ) ,  t.he radiation in a pe- 
riodically stratified medium. In  mother paper, we study 
the case where the source is a  uniformly moving charge. 
11. SOLUTIOY AND PATTERNS OF RADIATED FIELD IN 
DIELECTRIC 
We consider a dipole parallel to the z a.xis radiating 
in a dielectric with 
€ ( Z , t )  = €o€,[l + €1 cos (Kz - Q t ) ]  (1) 
where ( K , Q )  are  the  wavenumber  and  angular frequency 
of the dielectric fluctuation. The geometry of the prob- 
lem  is shown in Fig. 1. Some  notations  are  given  in 
Table I. 
A .  Magnetic Dipole 
The magnet.ic dipole will radiate a  wave  n-ith an 
electric field parallel to  the fluct>uat.ion wavefront. 
( E  = E(p,z,t)e+) and the corresponding wave equation 
outside the source is 
Using the separat,ion of variables method and Floquet’s 
theorem, we ca.n write an elementary solution 
E(e) = En&(6p) exp [ i ( ~  + nK)z - i(w + n a ) t ] d ~  
where 
n=+ m 
7Z-X 
J 1 ,  Bessel function  for p < a 
B1= 
H l ( l ) ,  Hankel  function  for p > a 
and a is the radius of the magnet,ic dipole loop. The ex- 
pression of the field is determined by integrating over 
all the values of K or 6 ( K  and 6 are related by the dis- 
persion relation) wit,h an adequate weighting function, 
thus the electric field is given by 
E = [, W ( K )  C EnBl(6p) 
+ca 
n 
Sexp [ i ( ~  + nK)z  - i ( w  + n Q ) t ]  d ~ .  (3) 
Putting t,he expression of E into the wave  equation  and 
equating the terms with the same frequency we get the 
infinite system of equations 
DnEn + En+, + En-1 = 0 (4) 
or in a ma,trix form: 
1 1  M 1 1 . 1  E 1 = 0 (5) 
where I E I is an infinite column vector of element,s E,, 
1 1  111 I I is an infinite tridiagonal mat.rix with elements 
given in (4), and D, is given in Table I. As we are 
- ---I MAGNEllC DIPOLE - - _ - _  
1 
Fig. 1. Dipole in space-t,ime periodic medium. Magnetic dipole: 
Epep + E,e,. E = Ee+? H = H,ep + H,e,. Electric dipole: H = He+, E = 
looking for a nontrivial solut.ion, t.hen we must. have 
A ( ~ , K , w )  = det 1 1  11f 1 1  = 0. (6) 
This  is  the dispersion relation which gives 6( K )  and  the 
wave-vector diagram; t.hese were studied  in  det,ail  by 
the author in other papers [SI, [SI. An example of the 
wave-vector diagram is given in Fig. 2(a) which shows 
that the solution is multivalued a.nd, using the super- 
position principle, the field has t.0 be writ,ten 
q=+ 4) n=-C m + m  
E = e+ c c /-, wq(K)Enq(K)Bl(6qp> 
q=-x n==-m 
-exp [ i ( ~  + n K ) z  - iwnt] ( 7 )  
where B , ( K )  are t,he different, values of 6, and En, cor- 
responds to t.he amplitude of the nth harmonic of the 
qth mode. The relative values Cnq = Enq:/Eoq can be de- 
termined by solving (5) or from (4) [a ] ,  [SI, [SI. 
Taking a,( K )  = Wq( K )  Eo,( K )  i s q ,  t.he field expression be- 
comes 
q=+m n=+m 
E = e+ c c aq6qCnqBI(6qp) 
-a:n=-m - w  
Sexp [ $ ( x  + n K ) z  - iunt] d ~ .  (8) 
The magnetic field is determined from Maxwell’s equa- 
tions as 
For p < aj  we replace a, by aql because the weighting 
fGctions are not the same inside and outside the loop. 
Satisfying t,he source conditions: 
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TABLE I 
EXPRESSIONS OF PARAMETERS 
Case 
Die l ec t r i c  
TE 
Die lec t r i c  
Tn 
Plasma 
TE 
Plasma 
M 
U. Plasma 
TM 
Dn 
+- [ +%+3p0-6:] 2 2 2  
YBpo 
Bn Gn v ,v n nz 
where: T = m, 6: = U ~ E ~ E ~ ( ~ ? ~ R ) ~ ,  6 i 0  = ! J ~ E ~ ~ ? ~ ,  w2 PO = - n E  
Y = B/K 
SYMMETRIC RELATIVE 
THE DIAGRAM IS 
TO THIS AXIS 
1. = - 2  
/ 
-2 -1 0 1 
2 ? i  
X = x/K 
( 4  
A 8 IN DEGREES 
(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) wave-vector diagram. (b) 0 function of K,/K for 
sinusoidally spacet.ime periodic dielectric: R = V,/Vd = 3.5, 
Envelope slope is =(R2 - 1)--”2. 
w/st = 2.5, = 0.25 (dashed line corresponds to + 0). 
and Ampere’s law: 
[Hz(p > a) - H,(p < = I06(z) exp (-id) (11) 
where (Io+) are  the  amplitude  and frequency of the 
loop’s current, n-e get 
F ?I-- J1(6,a) +- “q6qCnq exp [i( K + n K ) z  - knt] dtt 
7r 
= - p d 0 6  ( 2 )  exp ( - iwt) . 
Taking the limit a + 0 and writing 6 ( z )  in an integral 
form 
2 
6 ( z )  = exp (i.z> dK 
-a 
we find 
*eXp [i(.Z - u t ) ]  d~ = 0 (12) 
where m~ = d10 = magnetic dipole moment. This rela- 
tion must be true for all values of z and t ,  therefore, 
we must have 
C n g a q  = 0,  for n # O (13) 
P 
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this gives in  a matrix  form  or  in a  mat ix form: 1 1  M I 1 .  I E, I = 0, where B,, Bd ,  
G, are given in Table I and 1 1  M I I = infinite matrix 
1 1  1 1 . 1  I = 1 'I' I ---f I a I = 1 1  II-"I I (14) %.i;ith elements given.by (20) and I E,  I = infinite 
where vector wit.h elements En,. The dispersion equation is 
1 1  C 1 I = infinite mat.rix with element,s Cnq A ( ~ , K , o )  = det. I (  M I (  = 0 (nontrivia1it.y condit,ion) . 
I a I = infinite column vector with elements aq 
M n  = 0, 
for n # 0 
I M I = column vector with element,s 
. exp [i( K + nK) z ]  d ~ .  ( 1 5 )  
This equa.tion has multiple solutions & ( K )  [SI, [6 ]  a.nd 
using the superposit,ion principle, we have to sum over- 
all the indexes q (this explains the summation over q 
in (16) and (17)).  
The relative  amplitudes: Cn4/ = Enq,/Eoq,, F,: = 
Enqp/Eopz and A,: = Hnq/Eoqz are  determined  from 
Taking aq = WqEOq,/Gq, t,he field expression becomes 
(18)-(20) [ S I .  
H = e+ / aqAnq'8qHl(l)(8qp) +a 
q n -50 
.exp [i(~ + nK)z  - iwJ] d K .  (21) 
The weighting  functions aq are  determined  from t,he 
source condition 
The integral will be evaluated in the far field by the 
steepest-descent met.hod. 
B. Electric Dipole where p is the electric dipole  moment. This condition 
lim 2rpHQ = I = -&pS ( z )  exp (-id) 
P O  
The EM field radiated by an electric dipole is T M  
relative to  the z axis (i.e., H = HeQ, E = Epep + EzeZ) .  
Applying Floquet's theorem  directly to Maxwell's equa- /+a [ exp Cin ( K z  - 1 - - 
tions and following t.he same method used for the mag- 
netic dipole, we can  writ Sexp [i( KZ - ut) ] d~ = 0. 
gives, a,fter writing 6 ( z )  in an integral form, 
- V  q n 
This relation will be satisfied for all z and t if 
aqAni = 0, for n # 0 
Sexp [ i ( K  + nK)z - iwnt] d ~ .  (17) which gives, in a matrix form, 
Putting these expressions in Maxwell's equations  and II A' 1 1 . 1  a I = I p I -+ I a I = II  A' 1 1 - 1 * 1  p I 
equating  t.he t.erms with the same  frequency we get 
(t,he index q is disrega.rded for notation clarity) where 1 1  A' I I is a matrix with elements A,,: and I P i is a column vector with elements 
P - - p and P, = 0, for n # 0. 
w 
O - 4  
1 
E n ,  = - - (Bn'Enz + En+1,z + En-1.2) (19) Having I a 1, the field is completely determined by ( 2 1 ) .  
G n  In the  far field the int,egra.l can be  determined ~ t h  the 
a.nd t,he infinite system of equations steepest-descent method. pi; G,* 1 1 Bn-+ I' C. Sonic  Regi  
+ - + - E  + -+- 
Gn+1  Gn-1 1 [: Gn+l] En'1sz Applying  Poincare's convergence theorem to the sys- 
+[%+ 
tem of (4) , (20) , we find that in the region 
v c  D VC < - <  
( 1  + € l ) ' / Z  - K - (1 - €1)1/2 
.. 2s 
where 17, = (po~e, ) -1 '2 ,  the solution does not converge 
and there is a blow up of the harmonics [2], [SI. 
D. Asymptotic  Evaluation of Integral 
Only the magnetic dipole field is determined in this 
section. The same  method,  using the corresponding 
matrix I I M 1 1 ,  can be used for the electric dipole field. 
When p * a0 , the electric-field expression from (15) 
becomes 
where 
r2 = p2 + z2, tan 8 = - P 
Z 
Using the  steepestdescent method when P 4 00, we find 
where the index s means value at   the saddle point and 
the summation over j means summation over all the 
saddle  points (it is possible to have more than one). 
The saddle points are determined by 
I n  Fig. 2(b) we give e function of X = K ~ / K  which 
correspond to the wave vector dia.gram of Fig. 2 (a). 
This curve gives, for each value of 8 the corresponding 
values of K = K~ and t,hen we get 6, = 6,, from the wave- 
vector diagram. 
E. Caustics 
A very interest.ing effect a.ppea.rs %-hen €1 # 0 which 
is the apparit,ion of inflect,ion points,  near the inter- 
action region between two modes (i.e. stopband), in t,he 
wave-vector diagram. At t,hese points, 6" = 0 a.nd the 
field given by (22) is very large. This is a focalization 
and radiat.ion enhancement effect., due to the inhomo- 
geneity of t,he  medium,  on  acertain  surface called 
"caustic.'1 In this problem the caustics are conical sur- 
fa.ces. The caustic cone angle is given by the slope of 
6 ( ~ )  at  the infl ect.ion point 
cot ec = - &I 
. -  
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F.  Field Amplitude  and  Radiation  Pattern 
Let us Oake B,, = 1 I C 1 where I (  C I I is the matrix 
with elements Cnq, then from (11) , we get 
and  the  square of the n.th harmonic  amplitude  is  given  by 
1 e, l 2  = enen* 
sexp [ ir(Fq8 - F,)] . 1 
The second term is oscillatory and we ca.n drop it if 
we average over the dist.ance r ,  and the expression of 
t.he n.th harmonic normalized average pattern becomes 
Gn(0) = [ T ~  I en I2lnomsl&d 
For el 4 0, this  pattern reduces to 
Gn(0) = 0, for n # 0 
Go(B) = sin2 e. 
In Figs. 3-5 we give the patterns for a stationary dis- 
t,urbance (Q = 0) and t.he fundament.a.1 and  1st harmonic 
for a moving disturbance (Q # 0) where 
The general  features of these  patterns  are  the following. 
For A/x = 1.25 (Fig. 3), there are four caustics at 
8, = 43", 147O, S2", and 98", and the pattern is sym- 
metric relative to  0 = 90". 
For larger values of a / x  more caustics appear and 
for sma.ller values Re get less or no caustics. I n  fact, 
if X >> A ,  the EM wave will not, see the disturbance 
and no focusing effect, occurs. These results agree with 
Casey's results [7] 
1) Stalwna y disturbance (Q = 0 )  : 
2 )  Morinq disturbance (Q # 0 )  : 
The symmet.ry relative t,o e = 90" is lost. The  pat- 
tern and the caustic are pushed up by the motion of 
the disturbance. The  fundamental mode ( q  = 0) con- 
tributes mostly to  t.he fundamental harmonic ( n  = 0). 
The other modes cont.ribute less except near a caustic. 
Similarly the mode ( q  = m )  contributes mostly to the 
harmonic (n  = m) except near a caust,ic where its con- 
tribution to the harmonics (n  = m f 1) is important. 
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CAUSTIC 
-AL- 
CAUSTIC (q = I )  
CAUSTIC (q = 1) 
CAUSTIC (q = 0) 
t “d 
I“’ 
Fig. 3. Harmonic ( W  + Q) radiation pattern of dipole in a si- 
nusoidally space-time periodic dielect,ric: w / n  = 2.5, R = 3.5, 
e, = 0.25. 
Fig., 3 .  Radiation  pattern of dipole in sinusoidally stratified The acute asymetry in  t,he figures is due to the high- 
dielectric: X/A = 0.8, c1 = 0.25 (dashed line corresponds to 
e + 0).  dist,urbance  velocity  (i.e., V d  = V J R )  and can be easily 
explained from the wave-vector diagram. 
CAUSTIC (q = 0) 111. DIPOLE FIELD IN PLASMA 
CAUSTIC (q = 1) 
The wave equation for the magnet.ic dipole field is 
c41, 151 
a2A 
V A  - po~o - - ~ ~ o w , ” ( z , t )  A = 0 ( 24) at2 
“0 t I  
1.4 1 
where E = aA/at,  A = Ae,, and 
q2No 
me0 
wpo2 = -. 
The solution for A has the form 
q==+m n=+m +w 
A = C J m q ( K ) A n q H 1 ( l )  ( 6 q P )  
-.x ?I-00 -0c 
/ -exp [i( K + nK)z  - h a t ]  dK. ( 2 5 )  
0 IO 37 50 90 110 150 170 9 equating t.he terms of the same  frequency, we get  t,he 
D n A n  + A n t 1  + A n - 1  = 0 (26) 
Put.ting t.he expression of A in the wave equat,ion and - 
Fig. 4. Fundamental  radiation  pattern of dipole in sinusoidally infinit,e system of equations 
space-time periodic dielectric: W / Q  = 2.5, R = 3.5, = 0.25 
(dashed line corresponds to el 4 0).  
or 
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where D, is given in  Table I. The nontriviality con- 
dition 
A ( ~ , K , w )  = det 1 1  31 1 1  = 0 
gives the dispersion equa.tion and  the different solutions 
6,( K )  . The relat.ive amplitudes Cnq = Anq/Ao4 are deter- 
mined from  (26) or (27).  
Using the previous method, we find 
E = e6 c c ap6qCnqwnH1(1)(6qP) 
q n --m 
-exp [i( K + nK)z  - iWnt] d~ 
where I a I = ( i / w )  1 1  C I m 1, and the normalized far- 
field pattern is 
with the same notations as the previous section. (For 
graphs of ra.diation patterns  the reader is referred to [SI.)  
For w + > wp0, t,hen even if t,he dipole frequency is 
lower tha.n the plasma frequency, there is radiation of 
the high ha,rmonics. 
Finally,  applying Poincar6's convergence theorem to 
(26), m-e find that, there is no sonic region (divergence 
region) for a space-time periodic plasma [4], [5 ] .  
IV. DIPOLE IN UNIAXIAL P L A S ~  
The dipole moment, the static field BO and the dis- 
turbance propagation vector are supposed to  be parallel 
to the z axis. With the condition Bo +. a, the wave 
equation is 
V X V X A + wo - + ~ o e o ~ p 2 ( z , t ) A . e z  = 0 (28) d2A aF 
where E = d A / a t .  
For a magnetic dipole, E = Ee+ (i.e., E,,A. = 0) , the 
field does not see the a.nisotropy and t,he  problem  is 
identical to a dipole in vacuum. 
For t.he electric dipole, where A = Aze,  + Apep,  we 
follow t,he  same  method used for  a dielectric and we 
find [SI, C6l 
D n A n z  + A n + I , z  + A n - 1 . z  = @ (29) 
or 
1 1  M ( 1 . 1  A ,  I = 0 
where D, is given in Table I. The dispersion relation 
is determined from the nontriviality condition and t.he 
pattern is det.ermined in t.he sa.me way used for the 
dielectric case [SI.  
In  Figs. G 3  we give  t.he wave-vector diagram and 
the radiation pattern for the fundamental and ( W  - a) 
ha.rmonic. The numerical values were chosen such that: 
w > wpo and w - < wp0. 
In  a homogeneous uniaxial  plasma ( N ,  = 0) , it is 
well known that,, for w < wp0, group propagat,ion is pos- 
sible only in a cone with axis parallel to  e, and half- 
f Y  
-1 0 1 2 
Fig. 6. Wave-vector dlagram for sinusoidally space-time periodic 
uniaxial plasma: R = 3.5, w/Q = 2.5, wp0jW = 0.75, = 0.25 
(dashed line corresponds to N ,  4 0). 
t vd 
f "O 
CAUSTIC OF 
MODE q = 0 
Fig. 7 .  Fundament.al radiat.ion pattern of dipole in sinusoidalllr 
spacet.ime periodic uniaxial plasma: R = 3.5, W,/Q = 2.5, 
wpojw = 0.75, XI = 0.25. 
angle e = arcsin wlwpo,  t.his can be seen from the cor- 
responding wa.ve-vector diagram which is a  hyperbola 
with a slope 
the slope being relat,ed to the group a.ngle e, by 
cot Og = slope. 
For t.he spacetime periodic case (N1 # 0) , we see 
from Fig. 6 that for the h-yperbolic modes, t.he slope 
goes t.0 zero nea.r the intersection  points  (stopba,nds) 
and  this implies the possibility of radiation for all angles. 
This is clearly sho-m in  the dipole pattern  (Fig. 8 )  
where the caustics and t.he cones are present. Radiation 
outside the cone also occurs in  a &ratified uniaxial 
plasma (a = 0 )  [ j ] ,  [6]. This effect can be explained 
easily from Fig. 9. Let us consider two  phase  rays, 1 and 2, 
inside the phase cone angle. If at  a  point A we t,ake the 
vector sum of t,he ra.ys 2 and 1' (which is the reflected 
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CAUSTIC (q = -1) 
t “d 
CONE 
’ G-1 
q = -1 
I 
Fig. 8. Harmonic ( W  - 0) pat,tern for same case as in Fig. 7. 
- - _ _ - _  
- - _ - - - _  
DIPOLE 
- - - - - - - - - -  
Fig. 9. Radiation outside rdia.tion cone. 
part of 1 from an inhomogeneity surface), me find a 
resulting ray outside the phase cone, in t.he previously 
forbidden region. 
JT. DIPOLE RADIATION I  GEhTRALLY SPACE-TIME 
PERIODIC X E D I A  
The resu1t.s found for the sinusoidally space-time pe- 
riodic media  can  be  extended easily to t.he  generally 
periodic case. 
Let us assume a medium submit.ted to a propagating 
periodic disturba.nce such that 
e = e ( z , t )  = e0e,[1 + e l f ( K z  - fit)], for a dielectric 
N = N ( z , t )  = N o [ l  + Nlf(Kz - fit)], for a phsma 
where f(() is a normalized periodic funct.ion which ca.n 
be written as 
tn=+ m 
f W  = C a, exp ( h 9 .  
m-m 
Using the same method as for a magnet,ic dipole in 
the sinusoida,l case we find, instead of (4), (26), ( 2 9 ) ,  
DnEn + 2an-,El = 0, for  a dielectric I=+ ID 
I - - m  
I = +  m 
DnA, + 2an-~A1 = 0, for  a plasma 
DnA,, + 2an-1A~, = 0, for a uniaxial  plasma 
where t,he D, are  given  in Table I. These  equa.tions 
can be mitten  in a matrix form 
1-a 
1 
I (  .M I I - [ I  E I or I A I or I A ,  I ]  = 0 
and all the results found in t,he previous sections are 
valid here if we use the  adequate  matrix I I &I I I. 
The same procedure can be followed for the electric 
dipole case [SI, [SI. 
VI. CONCLUSIOK 
The dipole field and  radiation  pattern  in different 
sinusoidally space-time periodic media were determined 
and  the special effects: caudcs, harmonics,  radiat.ion 
even if w < wfl in a plasma and radiation outside the 
cone angle in a. uniaxial plasma, were studied. A com- 
mon formulation was used such that  the resu1t.s are 
valid  for  all cases if we use the adequat,e  matrix I I 11.1 I I. 
Then our study was generalized to  the generally space- 
time periodic media. 
An int.eresting extension of this work will be to  study 
the  parametric interact,ions, and t,heir  types, which occur 
between the plane pump wa.ve and the radia.t.ed spheri- 
cal wave. 
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